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4.3$$ Challenges$and$Special$Issues$
The"major"challenge"to"progress"on"transparency"comes"from"entrenched"interests"–"those"with"
a" significant" stake" in" avoidance" of" transparency" to" advance" their" own" personal" or" political"
agendas." The" low" scores" of" resource<rich" developing" states" in" transparency" assessments"
suggest"the"seriousness"of"this"challenge"(see"Figure$4.3"below)."In"addition"to"the"obstacle"of"
entrenched" interests," a" number" of" special," more" technical" issues" have" arisen" relating" to" the"
implementation"of"transparency."Listed"below"are"a"number"of"examples"that"relate"primarily"
to"resource"revenue"transparency."
Figure'4.3:'Resource'Wealth'and'Transparency'

$
Source:$Transparency"International/Revenue"Watch"Institute"(2011)1"$
Mandatory$ versus$ Voluntary. 2 "Admittedly," information" disclosure," a" key" benefit" of"
transparency," is" complicated" by" the" various" standards" of" mandatory" or" voluntary" disclosure."
The" various" principles" put" forward" by" the" IFC," the" IMF" and" the" like" are" primary" examples" of"
voluntary" information" disclosure" standards" except" on" the" occasion" that" they" are" integrated"
specifically" into" a" contract." This" is" also" the" approach" adopted" by" the" Extractive" Industries"
Transparency"Initiative"(EITI)"(see"Section$ 4.4"below)."Critics"object"that"this"approach"lets"the"
"Promoting)Revenue)Transparency:)2011)Report)on)Oil)and)Gas)Companies."Berlin:"Transparency"International:" "available"at:"
http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/promoting_revenue_transparency_2011_report_on_oil_and_gas_compa
nies"(last"accessed"5"March"2016)."
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"For"a"thorough"account"of"the"mandatory"versus"voluntary"debate,"see"Gillies,"A."and"Heuty,"A."(2011),"“Does"Transparency"
Work?" The" Challenges" of" Measurement" and" Effectiveness" in" Resource" Rich" Countries,”" 2011" Yale) Journal) of) International)
Affairs,"pp."25–42."
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most" recalcitrant" country" performers" 'off" the" hook'" and" instead" advocate" mandatory"
transparency"on"the"part"of"EI"companies,"regardless"of"location,"with"respect"to"their"payments"
to" resource<rich" countries." Transparency" under" this" approach" would" become" mandatory"
through"laws"and"regulations"in"the"home"state"of"the"EI"sector"companies"making"disclosure"a"
requirement"for"listing"on"major"stock"exchanges.""
A"state’s"decision"to"promote"transparency"and"the"practical"measures"which"follow"from"that"
decision"are"sovereign"matters"and"are"generally"considered"to"be"voluntary"at"the"state"level."
However," once" a" government" decides" to" implement" a" transparency" measure," it" may" well"
become"mandatory"for"EI"sector"participants"operating"in"that"state.""This"approach"has"in"fact"
been" adopted" in" Liberian, 3 "Nigerian" and" US 4 "legislation," for" example." Most" recently," the"
European" Union" (EU)" has" introduced" new" disclosure" requirements" designed" to" increase"
transparency"regarding"EI"sector"businesses"listed"on"EU"regulated"markets5.""
Some" argue" that" mandatory" disclosure" as" required" by" inflexible" rules," most" often" found" in"
legislative" acts" or" regulations," may" place" too" great" a" constraint" on" commercial" interests" and"
distort" competition," an" argument" voiced" against" Section" 1504" of" the" Dodd<Frank" Wall" Street"
Reform" and" Consumer" Protection" Act6"(Dodd<Frank" Act). 7"Section" 1504" (also" known" as" the"
Cardin<Lugar" provision" and" formally" as" the" Energy" Security" Through" Transparency" (ESTT)"
Amendment)" would" require" EI" project" issuers" who" are" otherwise" obliged" to" report" to" the" US"
Securities" and" Exchange" Commission" (SEC)" to" report" all" information" relating" to" any" payment"
made" by" the" resource" extraction" issuer," a" subsidiary" of" the" resource" extraction" issuer," or" an"
entity" under" the" control" of" the" resource" extraction" issuer" to" a" foreign" government" or" the" US"
Federal" Government" for" the" purpose" of" the" commercial" development" of" oil," gas," or" minerals."
The" aim" of" the" section" is" to" provide" greater" transparency" in" that" the" obligation" attaches" to"
every" commercial," public" or" private" entity" involved" in" an" EI" project," no" matter" how" small" its"
role." It" was" not" until" late" 2015," however," that" a" revised" proposal" to" implement" Section" 1504"
was" adopted" by" the" US" Securities" and" Exchange" Commission" to" mandate" certain" types" of"
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disclosure"and"put"the"information"into"the"public"domain"(see"Box$ 4.1"below)."If"adopted,"its"
effects"are"unlikely"to"be"felt"before"2018."

Box$4.1:$Balancing$Transparency$Interests:$Opposing$DoddDFrank$$
American)Petroleum)Institute)v.)Securities)and)Exchange)Commission)
US"Dist."Court"for"the"District"of"Columbia,"Civil"Action"No."12<1668,"2"July"2013."
"
In" early" 2013," the" American" Petroleum" Institute" (API)" filed" a" civil" action" against" the" US"
Securities" and" Exchange" Commission" (SEC)" challenging" its" rule" implementing" Section" 1504" of"
the"Dodd<Frank"Wall"Street"Reform"and"Consumer"Protection"Act."The"API"is"an"association"of"EI"
sector" actors," including" BP," Chevron," Exxon<Mobil" and" Shell," among" many" others." A" primary"
argument" advanced" by" API" was" that" some" information" required" under" the" new" reporting"
procedures"should"be"confidential"and"that"the"SEC"should"have"greater"discretion"as"to"what"
entered"the"public"domain."The"argument"reflected"comments"made"during"legislative"debate"
on" Section" 1504." In" a" summary" judgment," the" District" Court" of" Washington," DC," vacated" the"
initial"disclosure"rule"promulgated"by"the"SEC"holding"that"the"SEC"rule"would"harm"investors"
due"to"the"“fundamentally"miscalculated”"lack"of"discretion"in"the"rule’s"current"form."The"SEC"
proposed"a"new"rule"in"December"2015,"which"was"then"open"for"consultation"prior"to"a"vote"in"
June"2016."It"is"important"to"note"that"there"is"no"unified"corporate"position"in"the"oil,"gas"or"
mining"industries,"with"a"number"of"companies"(BHP"Billiton,"Rio"Tinto,"Statoil"and"Tullow,"for"
example)"providing"detailed"disclosures"for"some"time."""
"
Equally"ambitious"and"far<reaching,"the"EU"Transparency"and"Accounting"Directives8"specifically"
recall" EITI" standards" in" order" to" “provide" civil" society" and" investors" with" information" to" hold"
governments" of" resource<rich" countries" to" account" for" their" receipts" from" the" exploitation" of"
natural"resources”9"through"enhanced"financial"reporting"procedures"on"the"part"of"private"EI"
sector" participants;" however," the" directives" have" an" element" of" reporting" flexibility" at" the"
discretion" of" individual" EU" Member" States" and" small" to" medium" businesses" have" reduced"
reporting"requirements."Other"mandatory"legal"measures"are"discussed"in"Section$4.5."
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Confidentiality." Almost" all" EI" sector" contracts" contain" clauses" covering" the" confidentiality" of"
certain"financial"and"technical"data,"which"have"acted"to"restrict"transparency"and"information"
access.10"Some"EI"sector"companies"have"defended"the"clauses"as"a"means"for"protecting"what"
they"see"as"sensitive"commercial"information."However,"many"leading"companies"in"the"mining"
sector" and" some" oil" companies" have" taken" a" positive" approach" to" transparency." Host"
governments," on" the" other" hand," often" accept" these" clauses" in" EI" sector" contracts" as" a"
necessary" prerequisite" for" attracting" investors. 11 "Yet," most" observers" favour" lifting"
confidentiality" restrictions," with" limited" exceptions," on" the" grounds" that" EI" sector" contracts"
relate" to" public" assets," revenues" and" expenditures" ‒" often" on" a" very" substantial" scale" and" to"
decisions" otherwise" impacting" the" public" interest;" and" such" contracts" therefore" belong" in" the"
public"domain.12"
Confidentiality" is" an" underlying" concern" particularly" in" relation" to" information" disclosure" with"
respect"to"revenue"reporting."Some"information"may"legitimately"need"to"be"kept"confidential"
in" order" to" protect" a" government’s" security" and" strategic" interests" and" investors’" commercial"
interests.13"However," sometimes" confidentiality" provisions" are" invoked" by" the" government" or"
investors"to"control"information"without"a"legitimate"justification"for"doing"so."Confidentiality,"
particularly" in" the" commercial" context," is" often" put" forth" by" investors" as" a" counter<argument"
against"disclosure"of"data;"thus,"clearly"defined"parameters"about"what"information"should"be"
deemed" confidential" is" necessary." The" IFC," for" example," has" included" an" outline" of" what"
materials" will" be" considered" commercially" sensitive" or" confidential" and" will" not" be" subject" to"
disclosure" requirement." " It" is" important" that" the" need" for" confidentiality" in" some" cases" is" not"
used"illegitimately"to"protect"corrupt"practices"and"vested"interests"or"to"hide"the"kind"of"deals"
that"would"not"stand"up"to"public"scrutiny."Confidentiality"considerations"can"also"be"used"to"
disadvantage"communities"particularly"at"risk"from"EI"sector"operations.14"
Credibility$ and$ Auditing.) If" payments" to" governments" are" to" be" published" in" the" interest" of"
transparency"and"accountability,"they"have"to"be"credible"and"trustworthy."To"this"end,"many"
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argue" that" these" published" payments" should" be" subject" to" professional" third" party" audits.15"
However,"there"are"a"number"of"issues"that"often"arise"over"the"nature"of"these"audits:"how"the"
audits" are" conducted;" how" to" ascertain" whether" a" payment" has" been" made" or" received;" and"
how"to"determine"whether"the"payment"made"was"the"payment"that"should"have"been"made"
under"existing"legal"contractual"and"fiscal"requirements."
Level$ of$ Aggregation.) Many" EI" sector" companies" have" suggested" that" publication" of" data" on"
payments" to" governments" should" be" restricted" to" sector<wide" aggregate" data.16"While" this"
approach" is" likely" to" serve" the" objective" of" promoting" accountability" in" government," it" could"
also"leave"undetected"irregularities"at"the"individual"company"level."Civil"society"groups"tend"to"
take"the"position"that"disaggregated"EI"sector"data"is"the"best"way"to"assess"whether"a"company"
is" actually" paying" what" it" should" and" to" that" end" they" argue" that" EI" sector" companies" should"
disclose"payments"at"the"individual"level.17"The"Revenue"Watch"Institute"(RWI)18,"for"example,"
has" issued" a" series" of" reports" on" EITI" reporting" which" point" to" disaggregation" as" essential" to"
good"practice.19"
Civil$Society$Engagement."Public"disclosure"of"important"information"has"little"value"if"it"cannot"
be" easily" accessed" and" used" to" promote" government" and" company" accountability." If"
transparency" is" to" lead" to" accountability," civil" society" must" be" recognized" and" allowed" to"
participate" in" the" discourse." To" achieve" this," civil" society" must" be" able" to" analyse" the"
information" disclosed" and" be" able" to" respond" with" policy" recommendations." While"
international"civil"society"groups"have"played"an"indispensable"role"in"the"past,"local"civil"society"
groups"in"many"resource<rich"states"are"increasingly"involved"in"promoting"public"participation"
in"the"development"of"the"EI"sector.""""
Social$ Accountability." This" approach," which" is" highlighted" in" Box$ 4.2" below," is" most" effective"
where" there" are" established" coalitions" of" different" groups" participating" with" both" companies"
and" government" on" EI" sector" issues" across" the" whole" sector" (especially" on" licensing," fiscal,"
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environmental," and" social" issues).20 "However," civil" society" engagement" can" succeed" only" if"
government"and"companies"are"willing"to"facilitate"civil"society"participation."""
Where" companies" and" governments" do" encourage" civil" society" participation," effective"
engagement"will"also"need"civil"society"to"be"objective"and"constructive,"and"to"have"realistic"
expectations"about"outcomes."For"example,"while"issues"regarding"the"minimization"of"negative"
local" community" impacts" from" mining" operations" may" improve" rapidly" from" civil" society"
engagement," issues" relating" to" a" mining" company’s" operational" and" marketing" decisions" are"
likely"to"be"more"difficult"for"civil"society"to"engage"with.""
IFI$ Conditionality.) Often" it" is" suggested" that" loans" or" support" from" International" Financial"
Institutions" (IFIs)" like" the" World" Bank" or" IMF" be" conditioned" on" credible" government"
commitments"to"transparency"programs"such"as"the"EITI."The"IFIs"have"resisted"making"this"a"
blanket" requirement," recognizing" the" multi<issue" complexity" of" their" relationships" with" client"
governments." In" some" cases," however," transparency" has" been" made" an" explicit" requirement"
and," more" generally," IFIs" ‒" especially" in" resource<rich" states" ‒" have" ‘mainstreamed’"
transparency"in"their"country"dialogues."Strict"conditionality"provisions"in"IFI"agreements"have"
provided" the" basis" for" IFI" intervention" when" governments" fail" to" keep" their" end" of" the"
transparency"agreement;"for"example,"following"amendments"to"the"EI"revenue"management"
law"in"Chad,"the"World"Bank"froze"the"country's"petroleum"revenues"held"abroad.21"It"must"be"
recognized," however," that" conditionality" has" often" been" cited" as" the" downfall" of" projects" in"
developing,"resource<rich"countries"and"many"question"whether"the"principle"should"endure.22"
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Box$4.2:$Social$Accountability$
Fully" successful" and" sustainable" EI" sector" management" depends" upon" the" participation" of" all" key"
stakeholders"–"parliament,"government,"industry,"civil"society,"and"IFIs."While"objectives"and"focus"may"
differ" among" stakeholder" groups," constructive" and" successful" models" of" collaboration" are" emerging.""
Social"accountability"represents"a"potentially"important"and"emerging"governance"good"practice"which"
can"hold"state"institutions"accountable"by"providing"additional"checks"and"balances"and"thereby"help"
reduce"the"risk"of"state"failure."The"two"basic"principles"of"social"accountability"are:$$"
1. transparency:" defined" as" the" mandatory" public" disclosure" of" information," in" particular," to" civil"
society"at"large;"and""
2. participation:"defined"as"the"ability"and"opportunity"for"civil"society"to"engage"with"government"
and"industry"on"issues"of"concern."
"
The"characteristics"of"effective"social"accountability"include:""
1. a" diverse" range" of" civil" society" organizations" who" take" on" the" role" of" forming" coalitions" that"
focus" on" specific"issues" across"the"whole"EI"value" chain"and" that" are"supported" with"capacity<
building"activities"that"improve"knowledge"about"what"information"to"seek"out"and"how"to"use"it"
effectively."
2. a"focus"on"social"equity"and"achieving"positive"development"outcomes"on"the"ground"by"holding"
governments"accountable"for"their"development"priorities"and"holding"companies"accountable"
for"their"management"and"mitigation"of"risks.""
3. tools"such"as:"media"and"letter"writing"campaigns"(to"draw"attention"to"public"issues),"hearings,"
formal" audits," enquiries" by" parliamentary" sub<committees," independent" budget" analyses,"
participatory" budgeting" and" public" expenditure" tracking" systems" (PETs)," citizen" report" cards,"
community" score" cards" (to" develop" and" present" information" and" analysis" regarding" issues" of"
concern)," policy" statements," citizen" charters," and" legislative" reforms" including" grievance"
procedures"and"Ombudsman’s"offices"(to"bring"about"improvements)."
""
The"achievement"of"effective"social"accountability"can"include:""
1. an"initial"approach"that"is"confrontational"and"requires"organizing"media"campaigns"and"seeking"
policy"change"through"non<violent"protests."Once"issue"awareness"is"achieved,"engagement"of"
companies"and"governments"can"follow;"""
2. an" evolutionary" approach" that" progresses" towards" the" recognition" of" common" ground" and"
collaboration"with"governments"and"companies"to"achieve"policy"and"regulatory"improvements,"
and"improved"practices"on"the"ground;"and"
3. important"international"stakeholder"partnerships"and"networks"such"as"the"EITI"(which"publishes"
and" reconciles" tax" payments" by" EI" sector" companies" with" the" tax" receipts" published" by"
governments)"and"the"Publish"What"You"Pay"(PWYP)"campaign."These"partnerships"can"provide"
a" vehicle" for" international" non<governmental" organizations" (NGOs)" to" transfer" knowledge" and"
build"the"capacity"of"local"civil"society"participants."""
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